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Abstract

Large companies now commonly release corporate sustainability (CS) reports, in which they describe their approach to handle sustainability challenges. To guide environmental sustainability efforts in industry, the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology has been recognized as an important tool by researchers and policy-makers. But to what extent has the LCA methodology been present in companies’ narratives through their CS reports up to now? To answer this question we map references to the LCA methodology in CS reports over the past two decades at geographical, sectoral and company levels through keyword searching within an extensive database (ca. 45000 CS reports); analyze trends; and highlight challenges, opportunities, and recommendations to strengthen the presence of LCA in CS reports. The results show that LCA generally remains weakly present in CS reporting, with some geographical and sectoral variations. Recommendations to strengthen LCA presence in CS reports are derived for method developers, policy-makers and companies.
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1. Introduction

The United Nation’s (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) chart a direction for global sustainability efforts in the coming decades (UN, 2015). Specifically, SDG number 12, aiming to “ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns”, puts renewed attention to the role of business in sustainable development. Companies should proactively tackle the environmental issues related to their activities. Within their environmental sustainability strategies, businesses are expected to scrutinize their supply chains and life cycles of their products and seek to mitigate their associated environmental impacts (Comas Martí and Seifert, 2013; Pfieger et al., 2005).

Life cycle thinking is one of the dominant approaches to understand the environmental sustainability performance of systems, prescribed in scientific research, as well as in industry initiatives, standards and policies (Seuring, 2004; EU-JRC, 2010; Lehman et al., 2015; Dyllick and Rost, 2017). A variety of life-cycle based indicators covering different environmental impacts, such as carbon footprint and water footprint, have been developed to quantify the environmental performance of organizations or products and inform companies’ environmental strategies (Laurent and Owsianiak, 2017). The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology provides a comprehensive account of potential environmental impacts, by covering all relevant environmental issues associated with the life cycle of an assessed product or service system, i.e. from the extraction of the raw materials through manufacture and use or operation up to the final disposal (ISO, 2006). Through intensive harmonization and standardization efforts, LCA has evolved into a robust methodology to assess the environmental impacts associated with a given system (ISO, 2006; Finnveden et al., 2009; Goedkoop et al., 2015). An increasing utilization of LCA in industry has been suggested (e.g. Goedkoop et al., 2015; Finkbeiner, 2016) and the use of this methodology has been promoted in various policy-making initiatives (Sonnemann et al., 2018). For example, at the EU level, LCA has been listed as one of the tools within the EU “Better regulation toolbox” to develop future regulations and adjust existing ones in Europe (EC, 2015). The development and testing of the LCA-based Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) and Organization Environmental Footprint (OEF) methodologies for application in industry has also been ongoing for the past years at the European level (EC, 2016; 2018a).

Within their corporate sustainability (CS) efforts, large companies now commonly release CS reports as part of their reporting cycles (Kolk, 2003; Siew, 2015; KPMG, 2015). The publication of CS reports is increasingly required by regulations (EC, 2014; KPMG, 2015; Ernst and Young, 2014), and the number of companies publishing CS reports was actually proposed as an indicator to monitor the SDG target 12.6 to “encourage companies, especially large and transnational companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to integrate sustainability information into their reporting cycle” (UN, 2017). CS reports are defined as “public reports by companies to provide internal and external stakeholders with a picture of corporate position and activities on economic, environmental and social dimensions” (WBCSD, 2002). In CS reports, companies provide narratives of their sustainability efforts in order to meet their stakeholders' demands for higher transparency on sustainability matters (Lozano, 2016). CS reporting is an important communication tool for companies, both internally, as it aims to bring visibility on and increase employees’ awareness of sustainability efforts (Searcy and Buslovich, 2014).
and externally, by providing investors and rating agencies with an account of their sustainability practices and performance (Hezig and Schaltegger, 2006).

Only few studies exist on the link between LCA and CS reporting. Pflieger et al. (2005) suggested following the LCA methodology to further develop CS reporting away from its direct organizational focus, with higher focus on product-related information, and on providing information about environmental impacts beyond material and energy flows. Kaenzig et al. (2014) compared the environmental information disclosed in CS reports by companies with the environmental impacts from LCA studies of their products. They found that often only a limited share of the total environmental impacts of products was included in quantitative environmental disclosures present in CS reports because they did not take a life cycle perspective. Nygren and Antikainen (2010) explored the reference to LCA in the public communications, including CS reports, of twenty multinational company frontrunners belonging to diverse sectors and found that these companies generally reported a use of the LCA methodology and other life cycle-based practices. Earlier work has explored companies’ sustainability practices based on their CS reports and revealed a life cycle approach in efforts of companies. For instance, Comas-Martí and Seifert (2013) explored the extent to which CS strategies considered the life cycle of the companies’ products; Kozlowski et al. (2015) found that apparel companies indicated activities such as ecodesign, supplier monitoring programs or take-back systems which reflect life cycle thinking.

However, the extent to which companies refer to the LCA methodology in their narratives of sustainability efforts remains unclear. Exploring sustainability approaches of companies through the lens of their CS reports can be viewed as meaningful because they show “firms’ understanding of how their environmental strategies should be ‘best’ presented” and they reveal “what each company believes to be its key messages” (Mikler, 2007, p. 14). For instance, Landrum and Ohsowski (2017) explored how companies’ view sustainability based on their CS reports. In this perspective, the present study aims to investigate the presence of the LCA methodology in companies’ narratives of their sustainability efforts in CS reports. Our research objectives are (i) to map the presence of LCA in CS reports at global and regional geographical scale and at the level of sector or company over the past two decades using keyword searching within an extensive database of CS reports; (ii) to analyze the observed trends in presence of LCA in CS reports in the light of development of the LCA methodology and its promotion by policy-making, research and industrial initiatives; (iii) to highlight possible challenges to the reporting of LCA in CS reports and opportunities associated with LCA presence in CS reports and (iv) to provide recommendations to strengthen the presence of LCA in CS reports.

In the following sections, we first present relevant background insights into LCA and CS reporting (Section 2). We then introduce the methodology used to perform the study (Section 3), including a description of assumptions and uncertainties, before presenting (Section 4) and discussing (Section 5) the results, together with the main limitations of the study and practical recommendations. Finally, conclusions are drawn and an outlook is presented for future research (Section 6).
2. Background

2.1. Life cycle assessment in industry

The LCA methodology was formalized at the beginning of the 1990s by the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) (SETAC, 1991) and standardized with the ISO14040-44 series (ISO, 2006) in the late 1990s, which pushed its promotion at a global level (Töpfer, 2002). From an original focus on assessing product or service systems, recent developments have broadened the scope of LCA applications, and opened it to assess organizational systems, lifestyles and countries (Hellweg and Milà i Canals, 2014). LCA has been the subject of intensive academic research and scientific publications on LCA have grown exponentially over the past years especially in Europe and North America (De Souza and Barbastefano, 2011; Chen et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015).

Launched in 2002, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative has been working towards building an expert community of practitioners and reaching the worldwide dissemination of the LCA methodology and life cycle thinking among business, governments and consumers through its different working groups (Töpfer, 2002; Bjørn et al., 2018; Sonnemann et al., 2018). Regional LCA networks have flourished over the past 20 years, especially in the EU and North America (Bjørn et al., 2013). In North America, industrial initiatives such as the American Center for Life Cycle Assessment launched in 2001 and the Sustainability Consortium launched in 2009 (ACLCA, 2017; The Sustainability Consortium, 2017) also push the LCA agenda. In a European context, various EU recommendations and guidelines for sustainability approaches in industry pull from the LCA methodology, including the Integrated Product Policy directive (EC, 2003), the directive on the eco-design of energy using products in the EU region (EC, 2009), the eco-labelling scheme (EC 2010), the EU better regulation toolbox (EC, 2015) as well as the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) and Organization Environmental Footprint (OEF) guidance documents (EC, 2016; 2018a). Type III environmental information on products, in the form of Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) (Ibanez-Fores et al., 2016), are directly associated with conducting an LCA following a set of product categories rules. Type I eco-labeling of products does not require the conduction of LCAs; yet, a type I eco-labeled product must fulfill a number of requirements along its life cycle.

The basic rationale for conducting LCA at companies is to quantify where the largest environmental impacts occur in their products’ life cycles, and see how they can address them through conscious design decisions and collaborations with relevant value chain players (Owsianiak et al., 2018). Earlier studies on the uptake of LCA by industries have revealed that companies use LCA to identify environmental hotspots (Frankl and Rubik, 2000), inform and educate consumers and stakeholders (Frankl and Rubik, 2000; Cooper and Fava, 2006), compare existing products with planned alternatives (Frankl and Rubik, 2000), support product development activities (Frankl and Rubik, 2000; Cooper and Fava, 2006); inform and drive strategic decisions; improve the internal monitoring systems and make robust communication of green attributes to market stakeholders (Testa et al., 2016). A number of challenges faced by companies in the adoption of LCA have also been identified. Recurrent challenges include the complexity, time and cost of conducting LCAs, especially in relation to the collection of data, hiring of consultants or purchase of software (Schaltegger, 1997; Cooper and Fava,
2006), as well as the challenges and uncertainties related to interpreting and communicating the results (Testa et al., 2016).

In the early years of the methodology, Berkhout (1996) reported that its adoption in industry started in Europe and followed in North America and Asia. The early adoption of LCA was indicated to be particularly important in the Nordic region in the late 1990s (Hanssen, 1999). In these early years, packaging materials and consumer products were common sectors for applications (Gloria et al, 1995; Berkhout, 1996; Hanssen, 1999; Hauschild et al., 2005). The electronic goods, automobiles, chemicals, aluminum, food and paper industries are also historical sectors of application (Berkhout, 1996; Berkhout and Howes, 1997). In the late 1990s, the service industry was reported to be little involved in LCA activities due to a lack of regulatory incentives, applicable metrics and approaches to evaluate the environmental impacts associated to a service (Graedel, 1997; Baumann, 1996). Frankl and Rubik (2000) surveyed Italian, Swedish, German and Swiss companies for their adoption of LCA and found adoption of up to 40-45% among the largest companies, as well as indications that an increasing use of the methodology was planned in more than half of the surveyed companies. More recently, Hörisch et al. (2015) surveyed the use of diverse sustainability management tools in 186 large North American, Japanese, Spanish and South Korean companies in 2012, and found that nearly 50% of them indicated using LCA-based tools. A recent study of EPD practices show that the building and the food and beverage sector were particularly active in issuing EPDs (Ibanez-Forés et al., 2016). In a recent study based on a survey of 800 large European companies, Chiarini (2014) found that both service and manufacturing companies acknowledged the ability of LCA to effectively improve the environmental performance of their supply chains.

2.2. Corporate sustainability reporting

CS reports vary between companies in terms of coverage of sustainability aspects and reporting quality (Hahn and Kühnen, 2013), but they typically provide an account of practices for a selection of sustainability issues considered important or relevant by the company, including information on the tools and indicators used to address and measure the selected sustainability issues (Montabon et al, 2007; Roca and Searcy, 2012; Siew, 2015). CS reporting increasingly follows voluntary standards, with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting framework (GRI, 2013) being the most popular voluntary reporting reference for companies worldwide (KPMG, 2015). CS reports contain a mix of organization and product-level disclosures (Comas-Martí and Seifert, 2013). Within the list of standard environmental disclosures recommended by the GRI 4 framework, 29 of them are framed at the organizational level while only 5 are defined at a product or service level (GRI, 2013). Traditionally, CS reports have been released by large companies, whereas smaller companies have been hindered by a lack of resources and adequate guidelines (Borga et al., 2009).

Earlier works on sustainability reporting have shown that CS reports play both external and internal roles (Pérez-López et al., 2015). From an external perspective, CS reporting is an instrument used by ranking agencies and investors to assess and compare CS efforts in industry (Herzig and Schaltegger, 2006). From an internal perspective, CS reporting has been found to serve as guidance to initiate sustainability work at companies (Hedberg and van Malmborg, 2003), to improve employee awareness and engagement by legitimating the company, celebrating progress, and bringing visibility
of employee activities (Searcy and Buslovich, 2014), and to go hand in hand with organizational change for sustainability in a mutually reinforcing process (Lozano et al., 2016). On the other hand, various studies have questioned the extent to which CS reporting genuinely addresses sustainability issues and presents substantive actions from companies, as opposed to symbolic disclosures aimed at strengthening their corporate image and reputation (Hrasky, 2011; Milne and Gray, 2013; Tregida et al., 2014; Gold and Heikkinen, 2018).

3. Methodology

An overview is given of the overall methodology in Figure 1 with detailed description of the different steps in the following sections.

![Figure 1. Overview of the methodological approach.](image)

3.1. Data sources for CS reports

The study builds on a systematic mapping of LCA-related terms in CS reports. The names of these reports vary broadly and include among others “corporate sustainability reports”, “citizenship reports”, “Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reports”, “sustainable development reports”, and “environmental reports” (Roca and Searcy, 2012; Kolk, 2010). Hereafter, a report identified through any of the above-mentioned names is referred to under the term “corporate sustainability report” (CS reports).

The Corporate Register database, which is the largest online database of CS reports, was used to access publicly available reports (CR, 2017a). The database is reported to contain more than 80000 report entries associated to nearly 14000 companies since 1992 (CR, 2017a). It is estimated by its developers to cover more than 90% of all reporting companies and it is updated daily (CR, 2017b). A
search engine is available on the website for conducting specific report content searches, as previously undertaken by Bjørn et al. (2017). Additionally it allows filtering reports by year, sector and country. The report search was conducted in the period August-November 2016 and covers all English-written CS reports available in PDF in the Corporate Register database (ca. 50000 CS reports). The database includes CS reports which were published between 1992 and 2016. The time period chosen in the study was 1992-2015, since CS reports released in 2016 were not all present in the database at the time of the study. Reports from governments, education and branch organizations were excluded to keep the sole focus on industry, leaving us with a total of ca. 45000 CS reports as a basis for the study.

3.2. Identification of references to LCA in CS reports

CS reports referring to LCA were identified by performing searches of LCA-related terms in the Corporate Register database using the embedded search function. Information about the CS reports containing LCA-related terms was collected, including report name, publishing company name, sector of the publishing company, country where the company’s headquarter is located and report publication year. The list of LCA-related terms searched for was developed by the author team and included “life cycle assessment”, “life-cycle assessment”, “lifecycle assessment”, “life cycle analys*”, “life-cycle analys*” and “lifecycle analys*”. The acronym “LCA” was considered, but eventually not used as a search term, because it would identify non-relevant terms such as “volcanized rubber”, and because companies were assumed to first use the full name of the methodology before its acronym. “Product Environmental Footprint” (PEF) and “Organization Environmental footprint (OEF) were not included in the search term list since the introduction of the PEF and OEF guidelines were still at a very early stage at the time of the report searches. Considering the scope of the present study and its focus on the LCA methodology, only synonyms of LCA were included in the keyword search, whereas other broader terms referring to life cycle thinking or life cycle management were omitted. The number of LCA-related terms per CS report could not be taken into account in the database search function. Thus, the mapping disregards potential differences in LCA content richness across CS reports. This is an inherent limitation of the present study and will require future explorative work.

The methodology relies on the assumption that LCA references, i.e. presence of a LCA-related term, in CS reports corresponds to a positive reference to LCA. False positive references include for example reports only listing LCA in the glossary, having LCA as a headline but not providing any more information, listing a reference to an LCA source while actually not addressing LCA in the text or mentioning LCA as a tool stated not to be used by the company. CS reports containing LCA-related terms that correspond to positive references are hereafter called LCA-mentioning reports. In order to test the representativeness of this number, a quality check was performed on a sample of 331 reports. Details about sampling are provided in the Supplementary Methods. The test resulted in 94% of positive references to LCA. This means that for a confidence level of 95%, LCA references in reports correspond to positive references in 89%-99% of the cases. In the perspective of these results, the trends described in the following sections which are based on reports containing LCA-related terms are considered representative of LCA-mentioning CS reports.
3.3. Calculation of LCA presence in CS reporting

Sectoral categorization of LCA-mentioning CS reports: we adapted the sector classification of Corporate Register, which is very similar to the Industry Classification Benchmark classification (ICB, 2017) (see Table S1 in Supplementary Methods).

Calculations of LCA presence in categories: The LCA presence in CS reports of a given category, e.g. a sector in a given year or a country in a given year, is defined as the ratio of LCA-mentioning CS reports in a category to the total number of CS reports in that category. These ratios were calculated based on the information collected for each LCA-mentioning CS report (country, sector and year) and on additional searches in the Corporate Register database which consisted in collecting the information on the total number of CS reports contained in the database for each category. The unit of analysis in all LCA presence calculations is the CS report, as opposed to the reporting company, due to limitations of the search function available with the database used.

3.4. Description of trends and analysis

The subsequent analysis was focused on describing and discussing temporal trends at global, regional, sectoral and company level. We performed two additional analysis steps for the sectoral trends which were deemed relevant in the light of existing literature about LCA adoption in industry. First we studied the influence of business activity type (manufacturing versus service sectors) and customer type (business-to-business (B2B) versus business-to-consumer (B2C) sectors) on LCA presence in CS reporting. The division into B2B/B2C and manufacturing/service sectors was performed based on the sector descriptions provided for the ICB structure (ICB, 2017) – see Table S2 in Supplementary Methods. Pearson’s chi-square was used to statistically test the independence of sector categories (B2B/B2C and manufacturing/service classification) with regard to differences in LCA presence in CS reporting. The tests were conducted for business activity type separately for B2B and B2C sector subsets, and for customer type separately for manufacturing and service sectors subsets. The data used to conduct the test is presented in Table S4 in Supplementary Results. The p-value threshold for independence of variables was set at p = 0.05. Second we qualitatively compared LCA presence in CS reports and the distribution of environmental impacts in the supply chain across sectors.

4. Results

LCA-related terms were identified in 2367 CS reports, which means that the LCA-mentioning reports correspond to approximately 5% of all English-written reports available as PDF in the Corporate Register database and published between 1992 and 2015 (data not shown; available upon request to the authors). These reports were published by 1167 unique companies in the period 1995-2015 (i.e. no LCA-mentioning CS reports in 1992-1994).

4.1. Global trend

As illustrated in Figure 2, the absolute number of LCA-mentioning CS reports published each year has overall increased since 1995, with a steep growth between 1995 and 2002, followed by a period of
stagnation until 2007 and a new but slower growth since then. Relative to the total number of CS reports, LCA presence in CS reporting has undergone 3 phases: after a relatively high presence of LCA in CS reports in the 90s, with approximately 15-20% of the total CS reports, the LCA presence has experienced a net decrease between 1999 and 2007 before stabilizing at ca. 5% (see Fig. 2). This suggests that during the period 1999-2007, LCA has dropped on the CS reporting agenda, while an increasing number of companies were starting to release CS reports. Since 2007, references to LCA in CS reports have kept up with the increasing number of CS reports released by industry.

4.2. Regional and national trends

Figure 3a shows that since the late 1990s, CS reporting activities have overall increased in all regions, with the strongest developments being in Europe and North America, while the smallest are observed for Africa and South America. Figure 3b reveals that the developments of LCA-mentioning reports have been the strongest in Europe and North America, while Japan shows a net decreasing trend followed by a recent stabilization. A slower start in North America than in Europe for LCA presence in CS reports can be seen on Figure 3b.

With respect to LCA presence in CS reporting, Figure 3c confirms that North America and Europe are leading as of 2015, with a rate of ca. 5%. Various trends can be observed across the regions for LCA presence rates. In Europe and Japan, LCA presence in CS reporting has decreased from relatively
high values (i.e. 20% for Europe; 40% in Japan in 2000) to stabilize at ca. 5% in Europe since 2005 and ca. 2-3% in Japan since 2013. In North America and Oceania the LCA presence in CS reporting has overall remained stable with an average presence of ca. 5%. Because of the limited number of CS reports mentioning LCA up to 2005, the LCA presence in CS reports in Asia (excl. Japan) shows series of spikes before stabilizing at ca. 2-3% from 2005 and on. In Africa and South America, LCA presence in CS reporting has remained very low over the entire period.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Temporal and regional evolutions in total number of CS reports (a), number of LCA-mentioning CS reports (b) and LCA presence in CS reports (c). Japan was singled out because of its unique pattern within Asia. Note that in Figure 3c, the period 1995-1999 is not represented as it would show a series of spikes for all regions due to a very limited number of CS reports released in that period.

Figure 4 shows the LCA presence in CS reporting for the top 12 countries with the highest LCA presence aggregated over the period 1995-2015, i.e. the total number of CS reports referring to LCA in a given country relative to the total number of CS reports in that country over the whole period. High LCA presence in CS reporting is mostly observed in European countries, especially in the Nordic region.
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Figure 4. Top 12 countries with highest LCA presence in CS reporting aggregated over the period 1995-2015, i.e. the total number of CS reports referring to LCA in a given country relative to the total number of CS reports in that country over the whole period. A cut-off criterion of 500 CS reports per country and cumulated over the time period was applied to prevent possible biases caused by countries with high LCA presence in CS reporting on a limited number of total CS reports.

4.3. Sectoral trends

4.3.1. Sectoral differences of LCA presence in CS reports

As illustrated in Figure 5, the mapping of LCA presence in CS reporting at a sector-level shows the same temporal trends as observed in Figure 2, with LCA presence in CS reporting ranging higher than 50% for a number of sectors (e.g. Containers & Packaging, Industrial Machinery) in the late 1990s (Figure 5a), before decreasing in the early 2000s (maximum presence of ca. 20-25%; Figure 5b) and somewhat stabilizing in the 2006-2015 period with average LCA presence of ca. 5% (Figure 5c and 5d). Apart from the period 2001-2005, no sector presents both a high number of CS reports and a high presence of LCA, which means that large sectors, in terms of released CS reports, contain relatively few occurrences of LCA. This is for example the case for the finance sector.

Over the considered 20 year-period, the Containers & Packaging sector shows a systematically high LCA presence in CS reporting (above 18% in all periods; see Figure 5). In the last considered period of 2011-2015, it stands out with an LCA presence as high as 25%. The second highest LCA presence in 2011-2015 is observed for the Personal & Household Goods sector, which is associated with an increasing presence of LCA in CS reporting over the past 20 years. Further analysis of sectoral trends (See Table S3 in Supplementary Results) reveals a stable or increasing LCA presence in the Chemicals, Industrial Metals, and Forestry & Papers sectors, whereas other sectors have experienced a decreasing trend in recent periods, e.g. Electronic & Electrical, Automobiles & Parts, Diversified Industrials, Industrial Machinery, and Technology & Hardware Equipment.
Figure 5. Sectoral LCA presence in CS reports and number of CS reports per sector in 1995-2000 (a); 2001-2005 (b); 2006-2010 (c); and 2011-2015 (d). Only largest sectors (top part of Figure 5) and sectors with highest LCA presence in CS reporting (right part of Figure 5) are labelled on Figure 5 to allow readability. All sectoral LCA presences in CS reporting are available in Table S3 in Supplementary Results. Note the different scales on the x-axis for the LCA presence as well as on the y-axis for all figures.

4.3.2. Comparative analysis of sector types

The business activity type was found to influence the presence of references to LCA in CS reports, with CS reports in manufacturing sectors showing higher presence of LCA than CS reports in the service sectors. This influence was statistically significant for both B2B and B2C subsets (p-values < 2.2*10^{-16}). In contrast, the influence of customer type was less apparent. The type of customer (business or consumer) was found independent from the presence of references to LCA in CS reports for the service-oriented sector subset (p=0.35), but there was some dependency on the type of customer for the manufacturing sector subset (p=7.2*10^{-8}), with B2C manufacturing companies showing slightly higher presence of LCA in CS reports than B2B manufacturing companies. Subsequent analyses carried out for data separated further into subsets corresponding to the four periods of publications of CS reports, namely 1995-2000, 2001-2005, 2006-2010 and 2011-2015, showed that this dependency was only significant in the two latter periods 2006-2010 and 2011-2015 (p=1.7*10^{-10} and 4*10^{-4}, respectively), but not in the first two ones (p=0.10 and 0.39, respectively). This apparent recent influence of the customer type mirrors the results at sector level showing that LCA
presence in CS reports has diminished in some B2B manufacturing sectors (e.g. Electronic & Electrical, Diversified Industrials, Industrial Machinery and Technology & Hardware Equipment sectors), while remaining strong in the Personal & Household Goods sector (B2C manufacturing sector) in the past years.

### 4.3.3. Contribution of supply chain to total impacts

Figure 6 shows the observed sectoral LCA presence in CS reporting for the period 2011-2015 in parallel to the proportion of indirect environmental impacts for each sector. Direct environmental impacts include the impacts generated by the companies’ operations, while indirect environmental impacts are impacts lying in the supply chain. Estimated shares of indirect environmental impacts were retrieved from the study by GreenBiz and Trucost (2015). There seems to be no correlation between LCA presence in CS reports and the share of indirect environmental impacts. Especially, several sectors for which the impact contribution from supply chains is high (>75%) have very low LCA presence in CS reporting, for example the Finance, Software & Computer Service, Telecommunications, Media, Retail, Health Care Equipment & Services and Real Estate sectors.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** LCA presence in CS reporting (dark grey bars; left y-axis) opposed to the share of indirect environmental impact (light grey area; right y-axis) per sector over the period 2011-2015. Estimated shares of indirect environmental impacts were adapted from GreenBiz and Trucost (2015). The correspondence between the sectors used by GreenBiz and Trucost and the sectors used in this study is available in Table S1.
4.4. Company-level trends

As shown in Figure 7, amongst the total of 1167 companies referring to LCA during the 1995-2015 period, more than 75% of companies had made references in just 1 or 2 of the years. This clearly shows that very few companies mention LCA in their CS reports on a regular basis. Only 12% of the companies have referred to LCA in four or more years and only 1% in eight or more years in the 1995-2015 period (not visible in Figure 7).

However, it should be noted that not all companies release CS reports every year. Consequently, the observed discontinuities in LCA-mentioning reports may be due to either a discontinuity in the CS reporting or a discontinuity in the reference to LCA in CS reports. The analysis of the data shows that only 35% of all discontinuities of LCA references are due to discontinuities in CS reporting activities at the company (data not shown). Thus, there are large changes in the references to LCA in CS reports between years, regardless of the companies’ CS reporting frequency.

Data show that the companies, which mentioned LCA in their CS reports at least once in the period 1995-2000 (111 companies), have mentioned LCA on average in three distinct years, in the period 1995-2015 (data not shown). In this group of companies, discontinuities in the presence of LCA in CS reports are explained by discontinuities in CS reporting activities in 31% of cases. Hence, early references to LCA in CS reports are not associated with continuous references to LCA over the full time period.

Figure 7. Cumulative number of companies having mentioned LCA in their CS reports before or at the indicated year.
5. Discussion

5.1. Analysis of trends

The observed temporal, regional and sectoral trends can be put in perspective by the developments of the LCA methodology and initiatives undertaken to drive its uptake by industry; yet the existence of causality in observed relationships should be regarded with care. The first instances of LCA in CS reports stem from approximately five years after the kick-off of the development of a life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) framework for LCA by SETAC (SETAC, 1991).

At a geographical level, the areas where LCA networks (Bjørn et al., 2013) and academic publications (De Souza and Barbastefano, 2011) have been reported to be the strongest, namely in Europe and North America, match the areas where the highest levels of LCA presence in CS reporting are observed. The contrasting low presence of LCA networks and LCA-related academic activities reported for Africa and South America are also consistent with the low LCA presence in CS reporting observed in these regions (Bjørn et al., 2013; De Souza and Barbastefano, 2011). However, the regional variation of LCA presence in CS reporting remains small, and regions where LCA is promoted strongly do not show much stronger LCA presence in CS reporting than regions where LCA promotion is weak. Such observations must be nuanced with the relative sizes of the involved regions in terms of CS reports, considering that North America and Europe have about five times more CS reports than Africa and South America over the whole period. The strong representation of Nordic countries among countries with high LCA presence in CS reporting is consistent with the strong uptake of LCA in the Nordic region, with respect to LCA application and method development (Hanssen, 1999; Bjørn et al., 2013; Laurent et al., 2014).

The two sectors with highest LCA presence, namely Containers & Packaging and Personal & Household Goods, were documented as sectors of early application of LCA in the literature (Gloria et al, 1995; Berkhout, 1996; Hanssen, 1999; Hauschild et al, 2005). The EU directive on packaging and packaging waste promoted the use of a life cycle approach to compare different types of packaging (EC, 1994). The sectors Personal & Household Goods, Chemicals, and Forestry & Papers demonstrate a coincidence between high LCA presence in CS reports and product categories with highest numbers of eco-labelled products, such as paints and varnishes, tissues, copy and graphic paper, cleaning products, textiles, and rinse-off cosmetics (EC, 2018c). The relatively high LCA presence in CS reports in the Industrial Metal, Forestry & Papers and Chemical sectors also seem to coincide with initiatives for promoting and harmonizing the application of the LCA methodology in these industrial sectors (PWC and FPAC, 2010; WBCSD Chemical, 2014; PE International, 2014; Santero and Hendry, 2016).

A comparison of the LCA presence levels in CS reporting and the development of EPD for different sectors shows correlations of varying strengths. EPDs have recently been promoted in the building sector by the EU regulation No 305/2011 (EC, 2011; Ibanez-Forés et al., 2016) and this sector has shown a net increase of issued EPDs (Ibanez-Forés et al., 2016). This is reflected to some extent in the current study since the Construction & Materials sector presents a LCA presence of approximately 7% in CS reporting for the past 5 years, hence slightly higher than the average (see Table S3 in
Supplementary Results). The sector Food & Agricultural products is also an area where EPDs have recently become very popular (Ibanez-Fores et al., 2016), but in our study, the Food & Beverage sector only shows average LCA presence in CS reports (5.3%) for the period 2011-2015.

The differences observed between service and manufacturing sectors echo studies that reported a low utilization of LCA in the service sector (Graedel, 1997; Baumann, 1996; Sousa and Ometto, 2011). More recently in a survey of 800 large European companies, Chiarini (2014) found equal recognition of the value of the LCA methodology to support purchasing practices among service and manufacturing companies. Yet, such balance is not reflected in our findings, where service companies were found to refer considerably less to LCA than manufacturing companies, even in the most recent period (7% for manufacturing sector and 2% for service sector – see Table S4). The relatively low LCA presence in CS reports of sectors with high environmental impacts in their supply chains is consistent with findings from the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP, 2016), which revealed that Scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions are underreported, notably for sectors associated with high indirect emissions. Unlike Scope 1 and 2 emissions, Scope 3 emissions can only be assessed by adopting a life cycle perspective (GHG Protocol, 2011).

5.2. Challenges and opportunities for LCA presence in CS reporting

Overall, the mapping revealed a rather weak presence of LCA in CS reports (around 5% in the most recent period) and large variations in company reporting over years. Hence, in spite of initiatives from industry associations and policy-makers promoting the use of LCA in industry, companies are rarely referring to LCA in their CS narratives.

This relative absence of LCA in CS reports may reflect that the companies do not work with LCA. Earlier studies have indeed indicated that LCA could be regarded as too costly, too complex or unreliable (Schaltegger, 1997; Cooper and Fava, 2006). It may also be related to a decision not to communicate about LCA, possibly because the topic is regarded as of low importance by the reporting company, is weakly advocated in CS reporting guidelines or is not requested by stakeholders (Searcy and Buslovich, 2014). GRI 4 reporting guidelines suggest the use of LCA as a tool to identify material issues, “which reflect the organization’s significant economic, environmental and social impacts”; or “substantively influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders” (GRI, 2013), and to document energy requirements of products or services throughout their life cycle. Yet the LCA methodology is not emphasized further in the guidelines. The company-level mapping further revealed that companies who mention the LCA methodology do not do so continuously over time, thus indicating either a discontinuity in LCA activities at the company or a reprioritization towards other or new sustainability practices in CS reports, with the LCA methodology being removed because CS reports need to remain short enough (Searcy and Buslovich, 2014). Since the company may well continue LCA practices without reporting it, such findings indicate that LCA presence in CS reports may not be a good proxy for LCA utilization at the company.

The low LCA presence may also be explained by the fact that some LCA results are unfavorable to the business activities (Berkhout, 1996), not peer reviewed (Jensen et al., 1997) or deemed unsuited for the audience (Goedkoop et al., 2015; Testa et al., 2016). Omitting references to LCA in CS
reporting due to unfavorable results could be motivated by the company’s use of CS reporting to legitimize its business and manage its sustainability reputation (Hooghiemstra, 2000; Hahn and Kühnen, 2013). Single life-cycle impact indicators, like carbon footprint or water footprint, may also be preferred over more complex LCA results because they are simpler to communicate (Weidema et al., 2008; Molina-Murillo and Smith, 2009). Harmonized guidance on how to conduct LCA of specific products, as offered by the PEF guidelines in the EU (EC, 2018a), is an opportunity to facilitate the communication of product life cycle information by companies and may contribute to more referring to product LCA in CS reports.

The diversification of sustainability disclosures in CS reports, i.e. from a sole focus on environmental issues to a broad variety of sustainability aspects, may have caused LCA to drop in the CS reporting agenda in the period 1999-2007 because of its strong focus on the environment (Kolk, 2003; Hahn and Kühnen, 2013; Siew, 2015). In this perspective, life cycle methodologies allowing a broader coverage of sustainability aspects, such as life cycle sustainability assessment (including environmental life cycle assessment, social life cycle assessment and life cycle costing), could be beneficial (Finkbeiner et al., 2010). A check in the CS reports database revealed that references to social LCA, life cycle costing and life cycle sustainability assessment were nearly absent in the pool of CS reports (data not shown). These methodologies have not yet reached the same level of maturity as environmental LCA, and method developments and consensus efforts are still required for their consistent application (Finkbeiner et al., 2010; Zamagni, 2012; Guinée, 2016).

Although organization and product-level information coexist in CS reports, we have highlighted in Section 2.2 that organization-level disclosures dominate in the GRI reporting guidelines. In this perspective, developments of the LCA methodology for application to an organizational scope, including the UNEP guidance document (UNEP, 2015), the ISO 14072 standard (ISO, 2014) and the EU general and sectoral guidance documents for OEF (EC, 2016; 2018b) may play a key role in strengthening LCA application in CS reporting. Organizational LCA may suit the reporting needs of companies with large product portfolios better, although the increased complexity associated with tracking a large number of products and product families has also been highlighted (Martínez-Blanco et al., 2016). Quantitative indicators used in current CS reporting have in earlier studies been found to cover only part of the life cycle of corporate activities and to be defined at a flow-level rather than at an environmental impact level, e.g. in terms of waste, energy or material flows (Pflieger et al., 2005; Kaenzig et al., 2014). Hence, integrating organizational LCA in CS reports would require an important shift from current corporate environmental assessment practices.

Masanet and Chang (2014) who conducted a survey on 900 prospective users of LCA located in North America and mainly working in the private sector found that more than 60% had the intention to apply LCA in their professional decisions and around 35% indicated that they intended to apply LCA in corporate environmental reporting. Although such engagement cannot be observed in our results, future evolutions of the presence of LCA in CS reports seem worth tracking.
5.3. Recommendations for strengthening the presence of LCA in CS reporting

LCA methodology developers and proponents of its use by industry can play a key role in strengthening the presence of LCA in CS narratives by (i) providing detailed guidelines for presenting LCA activities in CS reports, (ii) expanding its utilization to the organizational scope, i.e. through organizational LCA, and (iii) understanding and addressing the reasons behind a lower presence of the LCA methodology in CS reporting of service sectors.

In order to broaden the use of the LCA methodology in CS reports, adjustments in existing reporting guidelines and requirements from policy-makers would also create meaningful drivers. The recognition of LCA as an indication of sustainability management practice in industry among investors or evaluation approaches of external ranking agencies could facilitate a wider use and dissemination of LCA. Hence, more emphasis should be put on the LCA methodology in external evaluation approaches of CS reporting. For example, in the EU, the sustainable finance action plan launched in 2018 requires companies to strengthen their non-financial information disclosures. A strong life cycle focus could be anchored in such initiatives to complement the current focus on applicability of the EU eco-label framework for financial products (EC, 2018d).

Finally, companies are generally recommended to explore the possible inclusion of the LCA methodology to document their environmental sustainability efforts in CS reporting, especially within service sectors, where the LCA presence in CS reports is low, albeit relevant owing to their high known environmental impacts through their supply chains (Rosenblum et al., 2000). Moreover, companies should be encouraged to make explicit reference to the LCA methodology in order to ensure terminology alignment and allow readers to put specific company practices into a broader perspective by benchmarking them against industry practices.

5.4. Limitations of the study

Due to limitations in the database used and associated search function, only CS reports – and not the companies – could be considered as units of analysis for the calculations of LCA presence in CS reports. Some companies release several CS reports per year, while others release biannual CS reports. The use of CS reports as unit of analysis therefore introduces biases between the sectors, regions or countries, in which many companies release several reports per year and mention LCA in all of them, and those in which many companies release several reports per year but do not mention LCA. However, in our study, the results are intended to show the overall presence of LCA in CS reporting across sectors, regions and countries at large, and we therefore consider it appropriate to use CS reports as a unit of analysis.

The focus on CS reports written in English specifically led to discarding companies only publishing in their national language, thus introducing a potential bias for non-English-speaking regions. For example, searches in the Corporate Register database showed that only 30% and 52% of all CS reports included in the database and released by companies with respectively headquarters in Spain and France were written in English. Similarly, the Corporate Register database contains a limited
number of CS reports from Chinese companies (518 released in 1992-2015) although other academic studies report higher numbers of reports published by Chinese companies (Wang et al., 2017).

The present mapping relies on the identification of references to the LCA methodology in CS reports. However, the terminology used by companies to communicate about LCA is not harmonized and companies may mention LCA-related terms for assessments that only cover climate-related impacts, while others will refer to such assessments as “carbon footprints”. They may alternatively have developed tailored indicators strongly based on the LCA methodology and refer to them in their CS reports with no explicit reference to the LCA methodology, hence not captured in the mapping. This lack of terminology alignment may have generated some discrepancies in the identified CS reports mentioning LCA.

Furthermore, some difficulties were experienced in filtering LCA-mentioning CS reports using the content search tool available from the Corporate Register database. A number of reports could be identified as mentioning LCA-related terms while not appearing in the search results, thus leading to possible underestimations in the number of identified LCA-mentioning CS reports. Given the large number of retrieved CS reports (> 2300), this limitation is not expected to impact the observations and analyses performed in this study. Yet, caution should be exerted when addressing specific regions or sectors with very few listed CS reports, as these are more likely to be significantly influenced (due to low number of data points).

CS reports are a communication tool for companies, and earlier academic studies have shown that companies may use them to shape their corporate reputation and image, without reporting substantial activities to tackle their sustainability challenges (Deegan and Rankin, 1996; Hooghiemstra, 2000; Hrasky, 2011; Talbot and Boiral, 2018). In this perspective, the context around LCA references in CS reports needs critical analysis, although it was considered outside the scope of the present paper. In particular, future studies could focus on exploring the purpose and actual use of LCA as narrated in CS reports.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The present study constitutes a first attempt to analyze the presence of the LCA methodology in companies’ narratives of their sustainability efforts in CS reporting. The results show that: (i) the absolute number of LCA-mentioning CS reports has greatly increased over time, (ii) LCA presence (relative occurrence) in CS reports has decreased over time and now stabilized around 5%; (iii) there are geographical and sectoral variations, and LCA presence is weak in CS reports of service companies; (iv) LCA presence in CS reports is variable across years at the level of individual companies. The visibility of the LCA methodology in CS reports, and hence in companies’ narratives of their sustainability efforts, needs strengthening, considering the recognition of the LCA methodology to guide sustainability efforts at companies. In this perspective, guidelines on how to document the application of the LCA methodology in CS reports, as well as a stronger focus on the LCA methodology in CS reporting guidelines, requirements from policy-makers, and expectations from investors and ranking agencies seem particularly needed.
To take this first study further, avenues for future research can be framed and prioritized according to three main directions. First, the relatively descriptive approach undertaken in the current study should be complemented by future statistical analysis testing the influence that additional factors, such as the use of reporting guidelines or the position of the company in the value chain, exert on the LCA presence in CS reports. Second, there is a need to survey companies about their motivations or lack thereof to refer to LCA in CS reporting, and to better understand the impact that various initiatives promoting LCA adoption in industry may have on reporting practices. Third, the specific references to LCA in CS reports need deeper investigation through reviews of the reports to see what information companies actually report with regard to LCA. This latter point will be addressed in a sequel paper (Stewart et al., in preparation).
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